
3  Celebrity  Men  Who  Date
Women  Outside  of  the
Spotlight

By
Courtney Omernick

Many  times  we  hear  stories  about  the  latest  and  greatest
celebrity couple, but people rarely talk about celebrities who
have gone “out of their way” to date “normal” people. Below is
a list of a few male celebrities who have chosen to date women
outside of the spotlight.

1. Louis Tomlinson: The One Direction mega star decided to
find his girlfriend outside of the celebrity world. It has
been reported that Louis is currently dating Eleanor Calder, a
student at the University of Manchester and former Hollister
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floor model.

Related: Jennifer Lopez Reveals Ben Affleck Was Her “First Big
Heartbreak”

2. Taylor Lautner: The Twilight star is currently dating Marie
Avegeropoulos. While Marie isn’t well known, she does star in
the CW show, The Hundred, which premiered in March 2014.

Related: Find Out Why Kris Jenner Is ‘Livid’ at Bruce Jenner

3. Tom Felton: The famous Harry Potter star fell in love with
his current girlfriend while acting in the major film series.
Jade  Olivia  met  Tom  on  set  as  she  was  the  film’s  stunt
coordinator assistant.

What  other  celebrity  men  are  dating  women  outside  of  the
spotlight? Comment below!

Harry  Potter’s  Tom  Felton
Accused of Fathering a Secret
Love Child
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Harry
Potter and the Deathly Hollows stars are used to spending time
on the red carpet, but now they’re under fire in the tabloids.
 Seven male stars from the Harry Potter film series have been
accused of fathering a secret love child via an anonymous
postcard published on the blog, Postsecret.com.  Actor Tom
Felton, who plays Draco Malfoy in the Harry Potter series,
said via Twitter, “My friend just found this on the web!  Just
to confirm that I can be cancelled out of this equation.”
 Oliver and James Phelps, who play George and Fred Weasley
respectively,  also  denied  the  accusation,  but  Daniel
Radcliffe, Rupert Grint, Jason Isaacs,  and Alan Rickman have
yet to comment.

How do you handle secrets in a relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

Truth and honesty are necessary for a healthy relationship,
but sometimes sharing secrets seems to do more harm than good.
 Cupid offers some thoughts on how to spill unsavory surprises
to your partner:

1. Consider the situation: If you’re as shocked to learn about



something as Tom Felton was, look at the big picture.  Figure
out  if  your  partner  is  likely  to  hear  the  news,  if  the
information  will  affect  your  relationship,  and  if  it’s
something that should be taken seriously.

2. Put yourself in his shoes: Think about how you would take
this news if it were the other way around.  Use your partner’s
personality as a guide for breaking the news.

3. Establish a policy of full-disclosure: If your secret isn’t
a  surprise  to  you  like  it  was  to  Tom  Felton,  take  this
opportunity to re-establish the trust in your relationship.
 Explain why you didn’t share right away, and make a pact to
be more honest in the future.


